IT’S NOT A GOLF CAR .

IT’S A

Carries golfers, bags and

your operation
		 to a new level.
Like most Club Car ® breakthroughs, this one

The result is Visage™, and it’s the first mobile

began with a simple insight: the most intimate

golf information system. Visage represents

connection between golfer and course is the golf

technological advancements that have fully been

car. After a hello from the Pro and a wave from the

integrated into the Club Car, advancements that

Starter, it’s the golf car that spends the next four

change the game for everyone – golfer, owner,

plus hours with the customer. Being Club Car,

superintendent, tournament director, food and

we couldn’t let that opportunity go unexplored.

beverage manager, and maintenance staff. Follow

How can we deepen the golfer’s enjoyment?

us into a new era where “golf car” just doesn’t

How can we expand the owner’s profit opportunities?

describe it anymore. Can a golf car really do that?

How can we make the superintendent’s life

Yes, if it’s a Club Car™.

easier? We found the answers in technology.

When golfer meets future,

he won’t want to 		
return to the past.
It’s time to let go of old notions. A golf car
represents transportation on the golf course. A

wirelessly. They can post their scores and review

Club Car vehicle connects golfers to the course

a real-time leaderboard in tournament play.

— and the course to golfers—in ways you

They can even explore dinner options at local

never imagined.

restaurants while waiting for the green to clear.

®

Using Visage’s simple, intuitive touch screen,
™

Like cell phones and internet service, this

golfers have an array of information and support

technology, once experienced, will make golfers

services at their fingertips. Every hole is presented

wonder how they ever played without it.

in high definition color. Golfers can check yardages
and monitor driving distance. They can summon

Touch & Go
to the Next Level

golf shop, order lunch for the turn or call for help

Familiar touch screen technology
powers the Visage system, so there’s
zero learning curve. Golfers easily
navigate through menus to access the information and service features
they want. The system is fully customizable to your course and community.
The display unit is robustly built with a high visibility screen (visible even
in bright sunlight) it’s water-tight and completely weatherproof.

In ten years, maybe every golf car will
perform at this level. Today, only Club Car.

the refreshment vehicle, communicate with the

Caddy For All

Grill Sales Up

Digital Ranger

Club Car Strong

Visage knows every hole on your
course, tee to green … every water
hazard, every bunker. Players get a
sharp, full color visual of each hole,
precise yardages and much more. Of
course they still have to hit the shot,
but pace of play can be faster when
golfers have all this information.

Getting hungry? A prompt on the
Visage screen opens the menu where
you can offer a variety of lunch options
driving an increase in sales. Ordering
is as easy as a few taps on the touch
screen. Service always improves sales,
and Visage is all about good service.

Golfers are usually on their best
behavior when the ranger is in sight.
With Visage, the ranger never leaves
the group. Silently monitoring driving
behavior throughout the round, the
system issues a warning when golfers
encroach where they shouldn’t.
Furthermore, The Guardian SVC™
system is the first and only asset
management tool that protects your
course and your golf car fleet. Guardian
SVC keeps an eye out when golfers
don’t — like when they have too much
speed on a steep incline or sharp curve.
The Guardian SVC system is always
looking out for the golfers in ways
that signs and ropes can’t.

This remarkable technology joins what
was already widely accepted as the
industry’s best-built, most dependable
golf car. The Club Car aluminum frame
and rust-proof chassis, the industry’s
first 48-volt power plant, workhorse
Kawasaki gas engines, 360-degree
bumpers … the characteristics that
make Club Car unique in the golf
business go on and on. Always
well-built, and now a customer
service delivery mechanism.

Look out for your assets
		

when trouble thinks no one is looking.

Innovation is the antidote to challenging

your course takes a financial hit, but when.

times, and these Club Car technologies mark a

Fortunately, Guardian SVC reduces the chances

stunning leap for the golf industry. It’s all about

for mishaps and misdeeds. Vandals and thieves

protecting those things most valuable to you —

expecting an easy target will instead find a most

your course, your cars and your golfers. Club Car

uncooperative vehicle. It simply will not run when

vehicles, equipped with the Visage Mobile Golf

it’s programmed to stop, nor will it go where

Information System, keep an eye on all three. And

it is programmed to avoid. A Club Car vehicle

when Visage is installed on a fleet of Club Car

equipped with Guardian SVC sticks to prescribed

Precedent electric vehicles, you have our Guardian

paths and shuts down if asked to deviate. Period.

®

™

SVC system built-in for free.

Old school golf cars are at the mercy of

™

Vandalism and theft affect three of every four

vandals, thieves and joyriders. Guardian SVC

courses. Factor in course damage from joyriders

not only protects your fleet, it protects your

and inattentive golfers, and it’s not a matter of if

bottom line.

Kids Will Be Kids ...
Somewhere Else
It’s almost a rite of passage. Break into
the car barn and rip around the course
in a golf car. A night of joyriding can
cause damage to your course and cars,
and accidents are common. Guardian
SVC takes the joy out of joy riding with
just a few keystrokes on your PC.

Discourage after hours vehicle and course damage with vehicle
“Lockdown” mode.

Thieves Lose

Love Lawyers, Hate Lawsuits

No Pay, No Play

You can’t steal what you can’t move,
and once you set your Club Car vehicles
in “lockdown” mode, they aren’t going
anywhere. Your assets have never
been safer.

Accidents with injuries do happen on
the course. One successful personal
injury lawsuit can spell disaster for a
golf operation. With Guardian SVC,
you can restrict access to parking lots
and areas frequented by automobiles,
as well as moderate speeds on steep
or curvy areas of the course where
accidents are likely.

Half of all courses lose revenue to
unpaid play. Those losses can be
controlled with Guardian SVC on watch.
Every car can be programmed not to
begin a round until a golfer has checked
in. Combine this with Visage RT™ and
you’ll have real time viewing of all cars
on property, reducing the risk
of golfers trying to get in extra holes.

Turn your fleet into an

army of goodwill ambassadors.
		

							

In a perfect golf-operation world, each group

And course rangers.

ready answers from Visage. Meanwhile it helps

would leave the first tee with a caddy, marshal,

keep the “over-aggressive” players under the

ranger and concierge in tow, a dependable team

speed limit, away from sensitive areas and clear

seeing to the group’s comfort and enjoyment,

of danger. Players enjoy a pampered round of

while looking out for the course’s interests. Visage

golf. The possibilities include: groups maintaining

has it covered.

a consistent pace of play, improved grill and

™

Visage anticipates golfers’ questions — What’s

beverage receipts, observation of path rules,

the yardage? What’s the elevation change from tee

reduction in the possibility of accidents and

to green? Where’s the beverage cart? Can I drive

lost cars. Technology to the rescue, courtesy

over there? Can I get a burger at the turn? — with

of Club Car ®.

Tournament Play

Rapid Response

Track Movement

Resorts Rejoice

Corporate events and tournaments
have never run more smoothly. The
Visage system offers real time scoring
that relays to the clubhouse as each
group on the course records their
scores. Players and teams (and officials
and media) know where they stand at
any time during the event. And that big
paper scoreboard, those chisel-tipped
markers and staples holding up score
sheets? Don’t really need them when
Visage is set up to communicate directly
with a big screen monitor.

No one likes to think about accidents
and emergencies, but they happen. In
those moments people don’t always
make the best decisions in summoning
help. Visage’s emergency call feature
alerts the golf shop personnel who can
pinpoint where the problem is, and
know the best way to route emergency
vehicles. Save precious moments when
moments matter most.

One of the system’s many remarkable
features includes a memory of where
the car has been. At the end of the
day you can download each vehicle’s
movements. From the time it left the
car barn ‘til the end of play you can see
every inch that vehicle traveled, even
where the car started and stopped on
the course. If there was damage to an
area, you can see which car (and which
group) was responsible. A manager
might even track where players tend
to hit shots and use that data for future
course setups.

For courses that count on play from
guests, Club Car is an indispensable
ally. Players unfamiliar with a course
can be uncertain which shot to play.
Can I carry that bunker? Visage gently
guides players around the course with
hole layouts and yardages, protecting
their score from double bogies caused
by hidden hazards. Then the system
can help direct them to restaurants,
sightseeing and more during their visit.
With Club Car, there are no strangers
on your course.

How can a golf car

cut mowing costs?
Efficiency equals savings. Case in point: a

Total Control Right
From Your PC
The user interface for Guardian SVC™
is a simple program that runs on
your PC. Your entire golf property is
loaded into the application and from
there you merely identify what areas
of the course you want to protect from traffic. Highlight those areas and
establish an “invisible fence” that prevents traffic from encroaching. Guardian
SVC communicates wirelessly to your fleet while they are in the storage facility
or at the clubhouse. You can even individually select specific cars, if you have
a known “wanderer,” for instance, or a group of “partiers” and want to
impose stricter parameters.

Program it. Fairways soaked and paths only?

mowing crew that remains in their seats mowing

The system keeps golf cars where they belong.

is more efficient than a crew stopping and hopping

You can even program your Club Car ® vehicles to

on and off their mowers on every hole in order to

slow down on steep or curvy areas of the course,

move and replace signs and ropes. Just imagine

and automatically return them to normal operation

a world where signs and ropes were unnecessary

once they have cleared the danger zones—all right

to keep golfers where they belonged. Savings?

from your computer. Whatever areas you want to

No more worrying about sodded areas, GUR or

protect from traffic — greens, tees, bunkers, water,

soft spots. Limit damage to bunkers. Keep golf

parking lots, wet turf — we can handle it. When

cars in your defined areas of play and out of ponds

the off-limits areas are defined, Guardian SVC

or creeks.

emits a signal to warn the driver when he

Using a simple, familiar interface and working

encroaches, and can shut down entirely if he

from your PC, you can map the “go” and “no-go”

persists. Money unspent on maintenance is

areas on your course. Got a sodded area on 11?

money in the bank.

Path Only – Period

No Swimming

Speed Controls

Golfers by and large respect boundaries.
But all it takes is one guy on a wet day
spinning his tires on a slope to do a few
hundred dollars of damage to the sod …
or a tee … or a green. Program Guardian
SVC to keep cars on paths, and there will
be no deviation.

One golf car in a lake can eat up a big
chunk of profits (not to mention the
possibility of a lawsuit that follows).
Use Guardian SVC to establish an
invisible barrier around every body of
water on the property and never tow
another car out of the drink.

Almost every course has some danger
areas, slopes or turns where accidents
more likely occur. Until now, “governors”
that establish a ceiling the car can
never exceed were the only solution.
Guardian SVC, however, lets you select
areas on your course that will impose
a speed limit on the car. Once the
danger is cleared the cars return to
normal operation.

Brains or brawn? Why not both?
The things that have made Club Car ® the

in the game, through our complete line of utility

industry’s most dependable brand remain true

vehicles that are engineered to handle the demands

as always. And of course those qualities extend

of the game’s best golf courses and toughest terrains,

throughout the Club Car line.

the Club Car badge has always honored the game,

From the legendary DS model, which continues
its enduring run as the premier entry-level golf car

as reflected in our promise of unmatched
performance and unrivaled service.

The Right Turf Vehicle
For The Job

Built Like A Brick
Half-Way House

No matter the job, no matter the
terrain, Club Car’s Carryall vehicles
show up to work every day, all day,
without complaint. Isn’t that what you
expect from your vehicles? From the
light-duty dynamo that’s the Turf 1, to
the brawny power of the Carryall 295
SE with liquid-cooled Kubota diesel
engine, there’s a Club Car Utility Vehicle
to handle whatever you throw at them.

We pioneered the all-aluminum,
rust-proof chassis in golf cars. Of course
we’d bring our engineering A-game to
the design and build of utility vehicles.
We build our frame, chassis and cargo
box in rugged, rust-proof aluminum.
Depending on the model, you get
ArmorFlex® bodies that resist dents
and fades, 4-wheel mechanical drum
brakes, independent leaf spring front
suspensions, heavy duty stabilizer bars,
and a choice of electric, gas or diesel
power plants. In short, every job on
your course demands the ideal tool.
Club Car makes them all.

Technology Hits The Turf
Innovation doesn’t stop at the car barn
doors. Club Car applies considerable
R&D to extract peak performance from
its utility vehicles, as well. The IQ Plus
System™ maximizes our 48-volt electric
drive train platform for longer range,
higher top speeds, better hill-climbing
and improved diagnostics. Our
revolutionary IntelliTrak™ 4-wheel drive
system senses the terrain and instantly
engages and disengages the 4-wheel
drive function as the environment

changes. Finally, IntelliTach™
quick-change attachment system
provides unprecedented versatility
and expands your capabilities with
one vehicle. Quickly and easily outfit
a Carryall 295 with a mower, blade,
bucket, broom or forks — one vehicle,
multiple jobs. That’s Club Car smart.

Ride out front with Club Car.

The view’s better.
Golf cars ferry golfers and clubs around

important, you can profit from unprecedented

the course, and that’s about it. There’s nothing

security for your investment. You can generate

fundamentally wrong with that function. It’s been

new income streams, protect your golf property

in place for decades. But at Club Car we see

as never before and reduce course maintenance

a different future, especially for golf operations

costs with smart technology easily customized

that recognize the importance of distinguishing

to your operation. And there’s nothing really

themselves. For those operations, Club Car with

complicated about it. The system runs conveniently

Visage Golf Mobility Information System and

from your PC.

®

™

Guardian SVC promises not just a ride around the
™

golf course, but an exceptional golf experience.
We believe this technology results in stronger

As hard as we work to promote the game with
our many industry partners, we work equally hard
to create great golf experiences —18 holes at a

customer relationships and loyalty, no small

time. Can a golf car really do that? Yes, if it’s a

thing in challenging economic climates. Just as

Club Car™.

Ingersoll Rand is a global diversified firm providing products, services and solutions to
enhance the quality and comfort of air in homes and buildings, transport and protect
food and perishables, secure homes and commercial properties, and increase industrial
productivity and efficiency. Driven by a 100-year-old tradition of technological innovation,
we enable our customers to create progress and a positive impact in their world.
Please note vehicles contained throughout the brochure may be shown with additional accessories.		
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